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Roverpet #46PR – 4’x6’ Puppy Rail Assembly Instructions 

 

Inventory List for The Roverpet #46PR Puppy Rail System: 

 (2) #PR48LB 48” Long Support Bar  (2) #72CB 72” Long Crossbar  (2) #PRS66 Crossbar Support and   (6) 
2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6” or 8” high legs (depending on style of Puppy Rail System ordered) for an whelping box with the door panel 
located on a 4’ side OR (2) #PR72LB 72” Long Support Bar  (2) #48CB 48” Long Crossbar and   
(4) 2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6” or 8” high legs (depending on style of Roverpet Puppy Rail System ordered) for an Roverpet whelping box 
with the door panel located on a 6’ side 
 

Assembly Procedure 

Special Notes:  

 If your Roverpet 4’x6’ whelping box consists of a door panel and you received a Roverpet Puppy Rail System with #PR48LB 
it needs to be configured with the door located on the right of the 4’ side to allow door hinge clearance. 

 

 If your Roverpet 4’x6’ whelping box consists of a door panel and you received a Roverpet Puppy Rail System with #PR72LB 
it needs to be configured with the door located on the right or centered on a 6’ side to allow door hinge clearance. 

 

 

Assembly of the Roverpet Puppy Rail System needs to be done outside of your existing Roverpet whelping box, than installed 
into the Roverpet whelping box once fully assembled. 

1.) Unpack contents of shipping carton and compare to inventory list above. 
2.) Install (4) legs of the Roverpet Puppy Rail System into the 4 small leg whole locations on #PR48LB /#PR72LB. 
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3.) Insert one end of the #48CB/#72CB into the large holes located near the ends of (1) #PR48LB/#PR72LB. Slide the 
#48CB/#72CB into the hole until about 4” is protruding through. 

  

 If your Roverpet Puppy Rail System included #PRS66, install the remaining (2) legs into the #PRS66 leg hole. Install one on 
each of the #72CB. Slide the #PRS66 onto the #72CB until centered on the #72CB. When installing the #PRS66, verify the 

legs of the #PRS66 are positioned the same as the legs of the #PR48LB. 

  

4.) Install the second #PR48LB/#PR72LB onto the two remaining ends of the #48CB/#72CB, using the same method as 
Step 3. Make certain that all 4 legs installed in Step 2 are situated in the same direction. 

 

5.) Take the assembled Roverpet Puppy Rail System and lower one side of the rails into your Roverpet whelping box. Line 
up the #PR48LB/#PR72LB connecting ends with the 2nd vertical bars of the whelping box panels. 

Note: Verify the legs will rest on the floor of your whelping box when installation is complete. 

  

2nd Vertical Bars 
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6.) Clip the #PR48LB/#PR72LB connecting ends around the vertical bars. 

  

7.) With the one side of the #PR48LB/#PR72LB installed on the vertical bars, slide the high-side of the Roverpet Puppy Rail 
System down into the Roverpet whelping box. Make sure the #PR48LB/#PR72LB connecting ends are installed in the 
same manner as in the prior step. 

 

8.) Push the whole Roverpet Puppy Rail System down until all four legs are resting on the Roverpet whelping box floor. 

 

9.) Attach the #PRS66 connecting ends to the middle of the center whelping box panels. If your Roverpet whelping box is 
configured with the door panel centered on a 6’ side, slide the #PRS66 along the #72CB until it can be attached to an 
adjacent panel. 
 
Note: Pig Rails can reduce the risk of possible suffocation. Note: Puppies should be watched at all times when small. 

  

Congratulations, you are now ready to use your Roverpet Puppy Rail System with your Roverpet Whelping Box! 
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